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WORLD SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: 

PROGRESS BUT CHALLENGES

The United Nations’ target is a shared prosperity in a world

where all people lead decent lives on a healthy planet.

Progress is being made and favorable trends are evident.

Extreme poverty has declined considerably in most

countries and they are taking action to protect our planet

and respond to rapid urbanization.

Urgent global action is however still needed. The first

challenge is climate change. The other defining issue of our

time is increasing inequality..

Foreword, António Guterres, U.N. Secretary-General, 

Sustainable Development Report 2019.

Unsustainable development, 
Zapiro, The Los Angeles Times, 28 August 2012.

STAGE 1: PRESENTING THE DOCUMENTS

Similarities: Both documents deal with …(topic)… , so on a  … scale in …(type)… countries. 

Differences:

The 1st document is …(type) about …(topic) by …(author) and published in …(source) on/in …(date). 

The 2nd document is …(type) about …(topic) by …(author) and published in …(source) on/in …(date). 

Announce structure: In a 1st part I’ll show … & in a 2nd part I’ll explain … .

STAGE 2: ANALYSING THE DOCUMENTS.
Find the link between the text and the 2nd document. Read the text, then look at the other document and find 

the paragraph, the sentence of the text it is linked to. They will be in the same part.

STAGE 3: CONCLUDING

Assess docs: To conclude, these documents are …(reliable/unreliable)…  as …(justification = have/don’t have 

their full references/all their references)… ; and both are …(biased/unbiased)… as …(justification = 

we can’t/can see the author’s opinion)… . 

Sum-up ideas: These docs show that … (use the detailed structure in your table).

Open (bonus) We may wonder if … (change the topic and/or the scale, the space).

DESCRIBE THE DOCUMENTS

(What you see - Docs)

INTERPRET THE DOCUMENTS

(What you know -notions)

STRUCTURE 1. Firstly, …(title sentence) with …(doc… §…)

Doc.1 §1 explains …(rephrase the main ideas)… .

Doc.1 §2 describes …(rephrase the main ideas)… .

Indeed, it shows …(give a notion and define it).

Do the same if you find another notion

STRUCTURE 2. Secondly, …(title sentence) with …(doc… §… & doc…)

Doc.1 §3 says …(rephrase the main ideas)… .

Doc.2 …(link it with doc.1)…. It shows …(describe each part)… :

- at the top  :

- at the bottom : 

In fact, it means …(name a different notion and 

define it).

It also refers to …(find another one and define 

it).


